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“At present, our solar system is moving at a tremendous rate through space and is 

moving into a vast ocean of frequencies and substances which is and will alter the 

life on all planets and increase the radiations of the physical sun as well as 

produce changes spiritually. One of the results of this will be a much more rapid 

growth of plants. There will be alterations in the physical bodies of man and 

animals and a close link between the physical and etheric brains.”  

pg 255 

 

  

November 16, 1963 

Night Class 

Recalled by Viola Petitt Neal 

 

Cosmic Energies and Their Effect on the Planet Earth 

 

The class had to do with changes and conditions from the point of view of physical 

changes in the planet earth. 

 

He began by saying that there are many changes taking place today in the physical 

constitution of the planet. These changes are more basic than just surface 

earthquakes or local weather changes. 

 

During the time of Atlantis when the continent sank and practically the whole face 

of the planet was changed, there were impacts of cosmic energies which caused 

the earth to make a jump in its orbit. This means that it was slightly farther away 

from the sun. This is somewhat like the jump of an electron in the orbit of the 

atom. There was also a shift of the poles and axis of motion. 

 

The earth is not molten at its core as is sometimes said. At present the solar 

system has moved into great streams of Cosmic Energy in space. Some of these 

energies, striking through the surface of the earth, have the effect of melting 

substances and they do become molten, although ordinarily they may be in a solid 

state. It is as if these radiations from space kindle numerous fires under the 

surface of our earth and we have volcanic activity and also shifts at deep levels. It 

is not solid straight through. Therefore, when these fires are kindled by the 

penetration of cosmic radiations there is a flow and shift of masses which cause a 

vast number of small earth quakes all over the surface of the earth. These are 

increasing every day ands will continue to increase because deep inside the earth 

much shifting and change is taking place. Wherever there are major fault lines or 

cracks closer to the surface it is expected that large major shifts will take place. 
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Numerous breakthroughs of molten substances are taking place in the floor of the 

Pacific Ocean and to some extent in the Atlantic. This is heating the water in local 

areas and disturbing deep sea life. The whole coastline of the Pacific will change. 

These major changes started with the vast earthquake in Chile in 1960. But, as you 

will note, there have been major earthquakes in widely separated areas -- Agadir, 

Yugoslavia and Persia. The change in the planet is total, not local. It hits local 

areas from time to time where the stresses or fault lines receive We must explain a 

little more clearly how these cosmic radiations affect the planet. You have a good 

example in a recent discovery in science which will somewhat explain the action of 

these radiations. The laser beam will instantly make steel molten when it strikes it. 

The beam can travel through space or the atmosphere without appearing hot, but 

when it strikes steel for example it will burn a hole in it instantly. This beam can 

also be directed for certain kinds of surgery to do a specific job. 

 

These cosmic radiations of energy are of many different types. Some affect only 

certain minerals or solid substances and not others. At this time, the solar system 

is moving through a new area in space where great cosmic streams are and tides 

affect the sun and all the planets, first of all, on the physical level. This has 

happened before in the time of Atlantis approximately 25,000 years ago. These 

changes come in cycles of about 24,000 years. It is a cosmic spiral and cycle 

difficult for man to identify because he has not been able to span in his awareness 

such vast reaches of time. Much that is now considered to be authentic geology is 

not correct. However, it the best man can achieve by applying reasoning to what 

he is able to observe. 

 

These radiations will raise the frequency of the planet and affect consciousness. 

The actual substance, physical, astral and mental, is even at the present moment 

being raised. This means that the vehicles of expression for the human kingdom 

will of necessity be built of substance of a higher frequency. Therefore, 

automatically those Egos (or Souls) at a lower state of evolution will be unable to 

reincarnate. This will mean that for several thousand years those of a more 

evolved level will come into incarnation. Possibly for the rest of this planetary life 

wave. 

 

Today, the raising of astral substance is bringing about a great deal of upheaval in 

the human kingdom. The first result is more crime and more evil. We might say 

that the higher radiations of astral substance in the astral bodies of humanity are 

irritating and disturbing to those of a lower vibration of astral consciousness. 

Therefore it stirs up latent evil selfishness and greed in human beings. This is an 

initial effect but the long-range effect is to strengthen all that is good and 

constructive and more evolved in the astral life of humanity. The constructive 
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people will become more definitely constructive, more discriminating and more 

ready to stand up for what is good. 

 

The task of the disciples of the world will become easier, both in their own efforts 

to go forward in consciousness and in their own efforts to bring about a better 

society. 

 

These vast streams of cosmic radiations that have hit the planet have caused the 

molten conditions that produced the crystalline forms on the planet. Therefore, 

the diamond and other crystals are not just the result of some local volcanic action 

and pressure, but have been formed all over the earth at times when these streams 

of cosmic energy have brought major changes. 

 

There will be great changes especially in the plant kingdom and a greater yield of 

food than in the past. This will make the problem of food of the right kind far less 

difficult, and will assist in building healthier physical vehicles. 

 

There will be changes in the animal kingdom. The domesticated animals will show 

a higher level of development.     Pg 273- 276.            

 

 

 
 

 
 

 


